We will use the definitions of Clifford and Preston [1] unless otherwise specified. In particular, ,^?, Jέf, Sίf, and & will denote Green's equivalence relations on a semigroup S, i.e., ((α, 6) e & if a U aS -b U bS; (a, b) e <£f if a ϋ Sa = b Ό Sb; <%f> = ^? Γ\ ^ ^ = &°£f{(a, b) e^r if there exists x e S such that (a, x) e & and (x, b) e £?) . R a will denote the <% -class containing aeS. A semigroup consisting of a single i^-class is termed a bisimple semigroup. This bicyclic semigroup is C = iV x N under the multiplication (n, m) (p, q) = (n + p -min (m, p) , m + q -min (m, ^)). A semigroup S which is a union of a collection of pairwise disjoint subsemigroups (S y : yeY) where Yis a semilattice and S y S t £ S^ for all ?/, ί G Y is termed a semilattice Y of the semigroups (S v :ye Y) .
If Y -N with n l\ "m -max (w, m), S is termed an ω-chain of the semigroups (S n : ne N) . A semigroup is termed regular if αe aSa for every ae S. A rectangular band is the algebraic direct product of a left zero semigroup U(x, yeU implies xy -x) and a right zero semigroup. A right group is a semigroup X such that α, b e X implies there exists a unique xe S such that ax = b. If F is a subset of a semigroup S, E(V) will always denote the set of idempotents of V.
In [4] , we defined a generalized J/^-unipotent semigroup to be a 631 regular semigroup S such that E(S) satisfy the condition: e, f e E(S) and ef = e imply that gegfe^ge for all geE (S) . Combining [4, Lemma 1] and a result of Clifford and McLean [2, 1, p. 129, Exercise 1] , a regular semigroup S is generalized =Sf-unipotent if and only if E(S) is a semilattice F of rectangular bands (E y :ye Y) and ^ is a left congruence on E(S). Since any bisimple semigroup containing an idempotent is regular by a result of Clifford and Miller [1, Theorem 2.11] , the reason for the terminology "generalized ω-,2^-unipotent bisimple semigroup" is clear. We introduced the term ^-unipotent in [3] to denote a semigroup in which each =S^-class contains precisely one idempotent. By [3, Proposition 5 
], a semigroup S is .Sf-unipotent if and only if S is regular and E(S) is a semilattice Y of right zero semigroups (E y : y e Y).
Hence, the terminology "α>-=S^-unipotent bisimple semigroup" is also clear.
Let S be a generalized ω-iί^-unipotent bisimple semigroup. In §1, we define a congruence t on S such that S/t = C, the bicyclic semigroup, and give an explicit multiplication for {E(C))t~\ the kernel of ί(ker ί). In §2, we describe S as an "extension" of ker t by S/t (the converse of Theorem 4.1). In §3, we prove the direct part of Theorem 4.1. In §4, we state Theorem 4.1 and characterize an ω-chain of right groups as a semi-direct product of an ω-chain of right zero semigroups by an ω-chain of groups (Theorem 4.3). Combining Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.3, and Clifford's characterization of semilattices of groups [1; theorem 4 .11], we have characterized generalized ω-£f-unipotent bisimple semigroups in terms of groups, ω-chains of left zero semigroups, ω-chains of right zero semigroups, and 'homomorphisms'. In §5, we obtain our characterization of ω-^-unipotent bisimple semigroups [5, Theorem 7 .11] as a corollary of Theorem 4.1. !• The congruence U In this section, S will denote a generalized ω-jS^-unipotent bisimple semigroup, i.e., S is a bisimple semigroup such that E(S) is an ω-chain of rectangular bands (E n : ne N) and J*f is a left congruence on E(S). Recall S is a regular semigroup. Thus, for each a e S, there exists yeS such that ay a = a and yay = y (for example, if a = axa, let y = xax [1, Lemma 1.14] ). The element y is termed an inverse of α. We will denote the set of all inverses of a by ^(α).
Let t = ((a?, y) e S 2 : xx\ yy' e E n and x'x, y'y e E m for some m, n e N, x'e*J*(x), and y f £J^(y)). We first show that ί is a congruence on S and that S/t = C, the bicyclic semigroup. We also note that C may be taken as a set of representative elements for the ί-classes of S and that T = ker t (the union of the collection of ί-classes of S containing idempotents) is an ω-chain of rectangular groups.
Finally, we describe T in terms of (/, o), an ω-chain of left zero A rectangular group is the algebraic direct product of a group and a rectangular band. PROPOSITION 1.5 [5, Proposition 3.6] (e, h, h) where e is the identity of G y I k = (e) x M k x (l k ), and J k = G x (ifc) x JVj fe. For brevity, let e k = (e, l k , l k ). Hence, using Lemma
I
Let I -U (In-neN) and let J -U (Λ: ^ e iV). LEMMA 
/ is an ω-chain of left zero semigroups (I n : ne N).
Proof. By a direct calculation, I n is a left zero semigroup for each neN. Let xe I k and let ye I n . Hence, x£?e k and y£^e % . Since Γ is generalized ^-unipotent, xySfxe n .
Thus, since
Hence, xye I mΆX [k , n) . 
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Thus, xy e J n . LEMMA 1.14. Every element of T may be uniquely expressed in the form x -ij with ie I n and j e J n for some ne N.
If X is a set, T x will denote the semigroup (iteration) of mappings of X into X. [6] could have been applied to characterize T.
2* Structure theorem for generalized &>-JSP-unipotent bisimple semigroups* (Proof of converse.) In this section, we complete the proof of the converse of our structure theorem for generalized ω--2^-unipotent bisimple semigroups (Theorem 2.21).
We will use a sequence of twenty entries to establish Theorem 2.21. S will denote a generalized ω-JS^-unipotent bisimple semigroup. 
Proof. Replace "I" by "J" and "α" by "β" in the proof of Lemma 2.9. LEMMA 2.13. β lkι0) e End (J, *) for all keN.
Proof. We have shown that β iOίQ) in End (J, *)(Lemma 2.11) and that /9 (1 , 0) e End (J, *) (Lemma 2.10). Suppose that β in>0) e End (J, *).
We show that β {n+1 , 0) e End (J, *). Let g,heJ.
Hence, utilizing Lemma 2.12,
LEMMA 2.14. β i0>k) e End (J, *) for all JceN.
Proof. (u r β (0 , k) ).
Since ^( 0 .*) 6 J s+k by Lemma 2.
by Lemma 1.20. Thus, (^r*v 8 )/3 (0 , fc ) = v, r β«, k) *v 9 β {0 , k) . We utilize Lemmas 1.20 and 1.9, and Definition 2.5 for the caser>s. LEMMA 2.15. β (n , k) e End (J, *) for all n,keN.
Proof Let g, he J. Hence, utilizing Lemmas 2.12, 2.13, and 2.14,
Proof Combine Lemmas 2.12 and 2.15.
If α, 66 /, define a°b = ab.
LEMMA 2.17. S = ((i, (w, k), j): ί e I ny j e J k , n, ke N) under the multiplication (i, (n, k),j) (u, (r, s) , v) = (ί<> (uAyα (fc)%) ), (n + r -min(fe, r), ft + s -min (ft, r)), jβ lr ,s)*v).
Proof Let i e / % , j eJ k ,ue I r , and v e J s . Hence, utilizing Lemmas 1.24, 1.15, 1.11, 1.9, 2.6(b) In the following definition, we will describe the objects we will use to represent generallized ω-^-unipotent bisimple semigroups. for all je J and r, seN. We denote ((i, (w, &), i): ΐe 7 % , i e J fc ) under the multiplication (6) (i, (n, k), j) (u, (r, s), v) = (io(uA s a {k , n) ), (n + r -min (fe, r), fc + s -min (&, r», jβ { r,»*v) by (I, J, α, ft A). We thank the referee for the following remark. Proof. We use (2) and (3) of Definition 2.20 to establish closure. We next establish associativity. Let (i, {n, k), j\ -i and {%, (n, k) and c = (z, (p, q) 9 w) 6 (/, /, a, β, A). Utilizing the fact that (n, r) -* β in>r) is a homomorphism, ((αδ)c) 28 = ((io(uA 3 -a (ktn) ) 9 (n, k)(r, s), jβ {rίS {"^){^ (2>, 9), Conversely, let (J, *) be an ω-chain of right groups and let (n, r) -* β(n,r) be a homomorphism of C into End (J, *) such that (1) and (2) Proof. We first establish the converse. We employ Theorem 4.1 and its notation. Let I v = (e v ) for each ve N and define e u oe υ6 max(ί(jϊ) . Let I = U (/": ve N). Then, (I, o) is an ω-chain of left zero semigroups (I n : ne N) .
Define e n a {r>8) = e 8+n -min{n>r ) and e n A v = e mfLXin>m)
if veJ m . By a routine calculation, (n, r) -* a {n>r) is a homomorphism of C into End (/, o) and p -• A p is an upper anti-homomorphism of (J, *) into T τ such that (2)- (5) of Theorem 4.1 is valid. The multiplication (6) of Theorem 4.1 becomes (6') (β Λ , (n, k), j)(e r , (r, s), v) = (e n+r -min{k , r ), (n, k) (r, s), 3β{r, s *v) where juxtaposition is multiplication in C. Hence, U = (I, J, a, β, A) (notation of § 3) is a generalized ω-^-unipotent bisimple semigroup by Theorem 4.1. Utilizing Lemma 3.4, E{U) = ((βn, in, n), j): j e E(J~), n e N). Utilizing Lemma 3.2, (e u , (n, n\ j) £f(e kf (k, k) , u)(je E(J n ) and u e E(J k )) implies n -k and j = u. Hence, E(U) is an ω-chain of right zero semigroups and, thus, U is an ω-Jzf-xmipotent bisimple semigroup. Since (e n , (n, k), j)φ = ((n, k), j) define an isomorphism of (U, (6')) onto (S, (3)). S is an ω-^-unipotent bisimple semigroup.
Next, let T be an ω-^-unipotent bisimple semigroup. Hence, T is a generalized ω-^-unipotent bisimple semigroup and the structure of T is given by Theorem 4.1. Thus, utilizing Lemmas 3.8 and 3.2, I n -(e n ) for each ne N. Hence, utilizing (2) and (3) of Theorem 4.1, e r α ( »jb) = %fr-min(»,r> and e r A ά = e mSLnr>k) if jeJ k .
Thus, (6) of Theorem 4.1 becomes (6') and (U, (6')) = (S, (3) ). The conditions of Theorem 5.1 are given by Theorem 4.1 ( (1) and (2)).
